
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-18: Ending with -ing

1.  observing Levi is observing the ducks in the pond.           

2.  scrubbing Candace is scrubbing the kitchen floor.        

3.  sounding Your cough is sounding better than it did yesterday.         

4.  squirting Brandon is squirting water from the hose at his brother, Bryce. 

5.  complaining Mateo has been complaining that his stomach hurts all morning.  

6.  mimicking The toddler likes mimicking her older sister.  

7.  hiking Tori's family went hiking in the woods on Saturday afternoon.     

8.  changing Soon the seasons will be changing from autumn to winter.     

9.  laughing Niko couldn't stop laughing during the entire movie.        

10.  confusing This math problem is very confusing! 

11.  copying Aria practiced copying her name in cursive.          

12.  appearing A special guest will be appearing on Kelly's favorite television show tonight. 

13.  pleasing The apple pie baking in the oven created a pleasing aroma.  

14.  exciting Andreas thought the movie was very exciting.        

15.  agreeing                               Tammy and Tommy are agreeing to save their money for a puppy.  

16.  selecting The judges will be selecting a winner for the singing competition on tonight's show. 

17.  munching Larisa is munching on carrots and celery.          

18.  regulating The local school district is regulating its policy for using snow days. 

19.  frustrating Leif found it frustrating to wait in the doctor's office for one hour.          

20.  panicking Salina was panicking when she thought she lost her glasses.     

Review Words

21.  petal A petal fell from the daisy in the vase onto the kitchen table.         

22.  peddle The lady tried to peddle her homemade jewelry at country craft shows.     

23.  weather The weather was foggy and cool last night.    

24.  whether                 I don't know whether I'll have time to stop at the bank today.                                             

                                            Challenge Words

25.  fascinating Joseph thought the outer space exhibit at the science museum was fascinating.  
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